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Abstract

The birth of the Marriage Law No. 1 of 1974, especially the breakup of marriage has led to the dualism of Islamic law in Indonesia. Regarding Divorce on the one hand, Muslims are taught in Islamic fiqh that Divorce is the right of a husband, where if a wife is mentally ill even without a witness, then the divorce falls, while the marriage law in Indonesia, including the Islamic ummah, is specifically regulated in the Law Compilation Islam, determines that divorce can only be done before a religious court after going through a trial. Moreover, two Islamic organizations in Indonesia, namely Muhammadyah and Nahdlatul Ulama have different opinions. On the one hand, NU in the 28th Congress in Yogyakarta in 1989 gave a legal decision that Divorce was the husband’s prerogative which could be dropped anytime and anywhere even without reason. If the husband has dropped divorce outside the Religious Court, then the divorce is valid. While the Majlis Tarjih Muhammadiyah in his fatwa that was tried on Friday, 8 Jumadal Ula 1428 H / 25 May 2007 M gave a ruling that divorce must be carried out through a court examination process, divorce carried out outside the court was declared invalid. The views of NU and Muhammadiyah above reflect a contradiction. Therefore the Indonesian Ulema Council based on the MUI IV 2012 Fatwa gave a fatwa as a middle way to resolve these differences with its fatwa that divorce outside the legal court is valid provided there is a syari’i reason that the truth can be proven in court. Iddah Divorce is calculated since husband drops divorce and for the benefit of benefit and guarantees legal certainty, divorce outside the court must be reported (ikhbar) to the religious court. With the Normative Juridical research method, the author tries to discuss the problem, namely trying to find the problems that arise as a result of these rules and find a way out how the MUI fatwa can be applied. From the results of the study, the authors conclude that the unrecognized Divorce legality outside the court causes legal chaos due to uncertain laws for the Islamic ummah, namely in terms of when the fall of divorce and the end of the iddah period, concerning triple divorce, concerning the validity of the status of children born after the fall Divorce and concerning the validity of the second marriage and the status of the child that was born which could damage the religion and descent of the Islamic ummah in Indonesia. If Marriage is legal according to the religion, then Divorce should also be valid if carried out according to the religious law. Factors that cause divorce outside the court include economic factors, juridical factors, sociological factors and customs factors, regarding the distribution of marital assets due to divorce outside the court, in general, the community resolves issues regarding marital property in a family manner by including local ulama and traditional leaders.
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Introduction

Allah implies marriage and is made a strong foundation for human life because of some high values and some main goals that are good for humans to achieve a happy life and stay away from inequality and irregularities. The purpose of marriage according to Law No. 1 of 1974 forms a happy and eternal family. Article 1 emphasizes: "Marriage is an inner and outer bond between a man and a woman as husband and wife with the aim of forming a happy and eternal family based on the One Godhead. So marriage is a religious engagement because the legal effect is to bind men and women in an inner and outer bond as husband and wife so marriage not only has an element of lahiriyah but also an inner element.

Then, viewed from the aspect of marital law, it is an agreement as stated in Al-quran letter An Nisa '4: 2, which is essentially marriage is a "very strong agreement", which is called the term "miistaaqan ghaliizhan". In addition, as an excuse to state that the marriage is an agreement because of: first, the way to enter into a marriage bond has been arranged in advance, namely with a marriage contract and harmony and a certain contract. Second, the way to decipher or break the marriage bond has also been arranged beforehand, namely by the procedure of divorce, the possibility of fasakh, syiqaq, and so on.

From the meaning of the marriage, marriage is not only synonymous with parties and honeymoon, but an effort to blend the soul between two people who have become husband and wife. But in reality to build a happy marriage is not easy, often marriage life runs aground in the middle of the road. It's not happiness or calm that is obtained in the household, but what often happens is a fight. So that living together no longer brings peace and happiness, on the contrary it is always bickering, causing suffering and misery. Therefore, Islam, in addition to ordering to maintain marital permanence, also paves the way to get out of household problems that cannot be resolved by giving space for divorce, if indeed there is no other solution. This divorce is a small opportunity, which will only be used in desperate need, when indeed all the ways to save marriage are closed.

In Islamic law, divorce is called talak, meaning to let go or leave. If marriage has occurred, the thing that must be avoided is divorce, even though divorce is part of the law of the existence of unity or marriage itself. Divorce is done to release a marriage which is considered to be defensible. Comfort and harmony of the household cannot be felt so it is impossible to continue the marriage. Divorce is a way out of family problems that cannot be resolved.

Divorce is regulated in articles 38 through article 41 of Law No. 1 of 1974 and described in articles 14 to 36 of Government Regulation No. 9 of 1975 concerning the implementation of Law No. 1 of 1974 concerning marriage (hereinafter abbreviated as PP No. 9 of 1975), includes: first, "divorce divorce", namely divorce submitted for divorce application by and at the husband's initiative to the Religious Court, which is considered to occur and applies along with all legal consequences since when the divorce was declared (pledged) in front of the Religious Court. Second, "divorce", namely divorce filed by the divorce lawsuit and at the initiative of the wife to the Religious Court, which is considered to occur and applies along with all legal consequences since the fall of the decision of the Religious Courts that have permanent legal force.

Islam allows divorce, but this does not mean that Islam likes divorce in a marriage, but Islam still views it as something that is contrary to the principles of Islamic law. However divorce is something that is disliked by Allah SWT, as has been explained in the hadith of the Prophet which means "From Ibnu Umar ra.a. he said, Rosululloh SAW said: "Something that is lawful, but God hates it is divorce". (H.R. Abu Dawud. Ibn Majah).
The divorce outside the court in question is a divorce that has fulfilled all the terms and conditions of divorce stipulated in Islamic law, but without official stipulation in the authorized institution as stipulated in the legislation. Divorce outside the court because it is not recognized by the state, even though it has been valid according to Islamic law, of course will cause legal problems, especially if later each of them marries another person.

The two largest Islamic organizations in Indonesia have different views about the legitimacy of divorce outside the court. Nsul Masail NU in the 28th Decree of the Nahdlatul Ulama Conference held at the Al-Munawir Krapyak Islamic Boarding School in Yogyakarta on 26-29 Rabiu Al Akhir 1410 H./26-28 November 1989 AD gave a legal decision that talak was the husband's prerogative can be dropped anytime and anywhere even without reason. Therefore, if the husband has not dropped the divorce outside the Religious Court, then the divorce that was dropped before the Religious Judge is calculated as the first divorce and since then the 'iddah' has also been calculated. If the husband has dropped divorce outside the Religious Court, then the divorce that was dropped before the Religious Judge is the second divorce and so on if it is still in time 'iddah raj'iyyah. While the Majlis Tarjih Muhammadiyah in his fatwa that was tried on Friday, 8 Jumadil Ula 1428 H / 25 May 2007 M gave a ruling that divorce must be carried out through a court hearing, divorce divorce was carried out by the husband pledging his divorce in front of a court hearing and divorce the suit was decided by the judge. Divorce conducted outside the court is declared invalid.

Therefore, the Indonesian Ulema Council as an organization founded and composed of various Islamic organizations in Indonesia can be a bridge to find a middle ground as a way out in solving these problems. And finally in the Ijtima Ulama of the 4th Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) Fatwa Commission at the Cipasung Islamic Boarding School, Tasikmalaya, West Java, which took place from June 29 to July 2, 2012, regarding the legality of divorce outside the court as well discussed.

The legitimacy of off-court divorce is a fierce discussion on the Ijtima Ulama Commission B-1 Fatwa Commission of the Indonesian 4th Ulama Council (MUI) in the Cipasung Islamic Boarding School, Tasikmalaya, West Java that runs from June 29 to date July 2, 2012. Various opinions were conveyed by the participants. To find a meeting point the participants agreed to make the team formulate this issue.

The results of the Commission B-1 Session which discussed the issue of Contemporary Jurisprudence (Masail Fiqhiyyah Mu'ashirah), decided that Talak outside the legal court was valid provided that there was a reason for syar'i whose truth could be proven in court. Iddah talak is counted since the husband dropped divorce. For the benefit of benefit and guaranteeing legal certainty, divorce outside the court must be reported (ikhbar) to the religious court.

The fatwa of the MUI from Ijtima 'Ulema of the 4th Indonesian Fatwa Commission in 2012 decided:

1. Divorce outside the legal court is valid provided there is a reason for syar'i whose truth can be proven in court.
2. Iddakah is calculated from the time the husband drops the divorce.
3. For the benefit of the benefit and guarantee of legal certainty, divorce outside the court must be reported (ikhbar) to the religious court.

Based on the description above, there is a difference between divorce outside the court between Islamic law as a reference in positive law about Talak in Indonesia with the Islamic law adopted by the
largest Islamic organizations in Indonesia, namely the Nahdlatul Ulama and the Indonesian Ulema Council which is followed by the majority of Muslims in Indonesia.

This has led to the dualism of the law regarding divorce in Indonesia, both of which continue to run and at certain times can cause legal problems, especially legal aspects relating to the post-divorce event, including regarding marriage assets. If the divorce is done under the hand, it can certainly cause legal problems. Although the positive law does not recognize talak outside the court, but the belief and obedience of the Muslims, especially from the Nahdlatul Ulama to the opinions of scholars who still adhere to the classical Fiqh book, coupled with the results of the Ijtima Indonesian Ulema Council, will certainly cause problems. Religious aspects in marriage law, which include the law of divorce are not easy things to solve. And finally, the legal objective to solve the problem of divorce in the community fairly which can be accepted by the community and the ulama is not achieved.

**Formulation of The Problem**

Based on the background above, the formulation of the problem in this paper is as follows: How are the problems arising from divorce outside the court considered invalid?

**Research Methods**

The research method that I use in this study is normative juridical. Normative juridical research is research carried out or aimed at written regulations and other legal materials which are secondary data in libraries and other legal journals.

**Research Results and Discussion**

*Issues of Divorce Outside the Religious Courts*

In general the community knows the term divorce and divorce. Divorced is the breakup of marriage because of separation or divorce, while divorce is a breakup of marriage because one husband or wife dies. In Article 38 UUP mentioned marriage can break up because: a. Death, b. Divorce, c. For Court Decisions.

In Islam, marriage is worship, because the validity of a marriage must also be based on Islamic law, namely fiqh munakahat. In the fiqh munakahat, in addition to regulating marriage, it is also regulated about the end of the marriage relationship, which is about the problem of divorce and related matters such as the period of marriage and referral.

According to UUP, the validity of a marriage is based on the provisions of religion, as stipulated in Article 2 paragraph (1) which reads, "Marriage is legal if carried out according to the laws of each religion and its beliefs". So that in the national marriage law the term marriage under the hand is known, which is a marriage carried out secarah according to religious law but not recorded in accordance with the applicable laws and regulations. With regard to the marriage, it can be legally registered in order to obtain legal certainty and protection from the state through the process of marriage marriage in the Religious Court.
However in the case of Divorce, the state takes a different position, where in the divorce law, the validity of a divorce is dependent on the Court, as stipulated in article 39 paragraph (1) which reads: Divorce can only be carried out before a Court of Justice after the Court concerned and did not succeed in reconciling both parties. So that the National Marriage Law does not recognize the name under divorce or Divorce outside the Court. Therefore Divorce Outside the Court is considered to have never existed and is illegal, even though it has been valid according to Islamic religious law. And even this rule is followed by Compilation of Islamic Law as a guideline for Indonesian Muslims in implementing Islamic law relating to national law such as Marriage, Waqf, inheritance, and Economics.

Actually the rule is not right. Legal actions that are born and legitimate by religious law, should also be ended by the rules of the religious law. Or in other words if marriage is legal according to the religion, divorce is also valid if carried out according to the religious law. Whereas the function of the Court is to ascertain whether or not the divorce is carried out according to the religious law.

So if analogized if in marriage law, marriage under the hands can be registered / registered officially after going through the process of marriage isbat to ensure whether the marriage is carried out in accordance with religious law. Then Divorce Outside the Court should be able to be registered / registered officially after going through the Isbat trial process to check whether the divorce is carried out in accordance with religious law or not.

Although the Marriage Law which was intended to unify marital law in Indonesia has been in force since 1974 and the Compilation of Islamic Law which aims to unite Islamic law by making a sort of codification that becomes a reference for judges in religious courts has been in effect since 1992 in which divorce law stipulates that divorce must be carried out in front of a religious court, it turns out that until now, there are still a lot of talak conducted outside the religious court.

Divorce outside the court has caused problems that seem unable to be resolved. On the one hand, Muslims are taught in Islamic fiqh that talak is the right of a husband, where if a husband is mentally Islamic even without witnesses, then his divorce falls, while the marriage law in Indonesia, including the Islamic ummah is specifically regulated in the Compilation of Islamic Law, determine that divorce can only be carried out before a religious court after going through a trial.

This situation continues to apply to this day, both based on official marriages at the Office of Religious Affairs, as well as on marriages under the hands that are carried out in a religious manner. For an official marriage in KUA, someone who wants to remarry on the grounds that he is divorced must show a divorce certificate issued by the KUA and divorce based on the verdict of the religious court, while the previous marriage is under the hands, then the marriage certificate must be submitted. talak in the Religious Court.

However, sometimes a person who, because of his religious beliefs, has divorced under his hands does not inaugurate it through a Religious court, then marries under his hands, giving rise to legal problems, especially in child-born marriages which will certainly cause problems regarding the legal status of the child. And specifically for women who are remarried under the hands of an official divorce, then there is no way to formalize the status of their children as legitimate children.

The results of the author’s interview with Drs. H. Abdul Hakim, MHI, former Chairperson of the Lubuk Basung Religious Court from 2006-2010, it was revealed that cases like the above often occur in the community. In the Application for Marriage Issues, Even though the applicants and witnesses stated that the wife had divorced from her first husband under the hands through a divorce process outside the court by strengthening the stamped divorce statement as written evidence, the judge refused to grant her
marriage certificate on the grounds that under Article 38 UUP and Article 141 KHI, divorce must be carried out before the court.

If you face a case like this, according to Drs. H. Abdul Hakim, MHI, the Judge advised the wife to file a divorce claim against her first husband, then after the divorce decision and after passing the iddah period, the wife could form an official marriage with her second husband at KUA. But what remains a problem that cannot be resolved is the status of children born in marriage under his hands who are legally status as children born outside of marriage and this will result in differences in status with children born after official marriage, especially in relation to guardianship and inheritance rights. It will be different if the husband is still not officially divorced, where if his first wife gives permission, then the marriage certificate can be granted and then divorce with his first wife can be inaugurated before the court.

In general the problems arising from divorce outside the court are:

1. Regarding when the fall of divorce and the end of the iddah period.
2. Regarding triple divorce.
3. Regarding the validity of the status of children born after the fall of divorce
4. Regarding the validity of the second marriage and the status of the child he was born with.

These problems seem to continue to be allowed by the state to continue prolonged without a solution that can bridge the differences. Even the compilation of Islamic law was born through Presidential Instruction No. 1 of 1991 which regulates Islamic law in Indonesia cannot resolve this. The two laws continue to run and continue to live in the community and problems that arise are left without a solution.

Religious Court Judges who should be able to provide a way out with their authority in the formation of new law through legal discovery that can be stated in decisions which if followed can become jurisprudence as if they were bound by UUP and KHI rules, one of which is to make divorce difficult. Is it difficult to divorce society to continue to be left in legal uncertainty that can make legal chaos in the community?

Divorce issues outside the court, one day will become a time bomb in the community, which when exploding can cause legal chaos that has a major impact on the general public and the Indonesian Muslims in particular. Especially with the growing national population system that requires the existence of a marriage certificate for family registration, it will lead to a large number of illegal family families who have children outside of marriage due to a national marriage law system that is not conducive to Islamic marriage law regulated in Islamic fiqh books.

1) When the Fall of the Divorce and the end of the iddah period

Regarding when the fall of divorce and the end of the iddah period are related to the legitimacy of divorce, based on Islamic Fiqh law, according to Syech Muhammad Salih al-Utsyaimin, divorce falls and is validly valid since spoken by the husband or when written by the husband. Regarding witnesses, the ulama's ijma does not require it, so that immediately after it is said, the divorce is valid.

During the iddah period, both can reconcile as husband and wife, both with a clear statement from the husband with acceptance by the wife or by doing jimak (intercourse) between husband and wife which indicates that they have referred. But if until the end of the iddah period, both of them do not make reconciliation, then both of them have divorced and if they want to return, then they must do a marriage.
UUP and KHI require that divorce must be with a court ruling, so that even if one thousand say a husband's divorce to a wife, then divorce has not fallen. According to UUP and KHI, divorce must be made before the judge after obtaining permission from the court Religion and divorce and the iddah period began after the recitation of the pledge of divorce by the husband before the judge. So that something that is haram (zina) according to Islamic fiqh can be halal according to UUP and KHI as well as vice versa something that is lawful according to Islamic fiqh, becomes something that is unlawful according to UUP and KHI. If this happens, who bears the sin ...

2) When triple divorce falls.

Based on fiqh, triple divorce Islam falls after talak is mentioned and occurs three times. Ibn Taymiyyah and his pupil Ibn al-Qayyim argued that divorce three times once was punished illegitimately and considered only one divorce (not three times divorce). This opinion is also the opinion of most tabi'in.

Unlike UUP and KHI, a husband may refer to a thousand times with his ex-wife, even if there is no period as long as he has not officially divorced in court. So that it was common in the divorce trial, the wife postulated that her husband had thrown herself three times until according to the fiqh three divorces had fallen, but the judge only decided on one divorce.

3) Status of children born and fertilized after the fall of divorce.

a) Refer after passing the iddah period.

This can occur when the couple reconciles after the mid-term period without remarriage on the grounds that the divorce is invalid because it was not conducted through a court hearing.

By state law, there has not been a divorce, but according to Islamic law, divorce has occurred and the period of iddah has been passed, so to return must be with remarriage. If not done, then intercourse between the two including adultery and children born are children born from adultery.

Someone who has a religious awareness or strong faith, must be more afraid of religious law than state law. Moreover, those relating to worship and sin to Allah SWT. Where adultery in Islam includes major sins.

b) Refer after triple divorce.

To be able to refer for a husband A wife who is divorced after triple divorce, in Islamic Law is required that the wife must have been married and divorced from another man. This is so that the husband does not easily say the word divorce to his wife.

It often happens, that a husband has divorced his wife up to 3 times outside the court, so that by law Islamic jurisprudence has fallen three divorces. But because he wanted to return to referral, her husband applied for a divorce to a religious court. In the trial, the husband and wife claimed to have divorced three times, until three divorces had fallen according to Islamic Fiqh law. But because the divorce trial between them had only happened once and the UUP only passed a divorce in front of the court, the Judge only dropped one divorce.
Furthermore, because the verdict is one divorce, the husband and wife can immediately refer after the recitation of the divorce vows by the husband before the court without the wife having to marry another man.

Based on the illustration above, with the difference between Islamic Fiqh and KHI, it is easy for people to play with religious law and state law by utilizing existing legal loopholes.

Because the judge decided so, while the judge knew how true Islamic Islamic jurisprudence was, then who would bear the sin of adultery and the status of the child born for it.

Indeed, the sins of those who forbid that are lawful by Allah and justify those which are forbidden by Allah, even though he knows them. Kaidah Shar'i said: "Whoever justifies the forbidden, then he has disbelieved. And whoever forbids the lawful then he has disbelieved".

4) The validity of the second marriage and the status of the child he was born with.

The validity of the second marriage by a wife who is accused outside the court always raises problems after the birth of a child and is required to formalize his marriage with the marriage isbat process.

Generally, a wife who is charged outside the court if she wants to remarry always takes shortcuts through marriage under the hands or siri marriage, because it is impossible to do an official marriage at the KUA because her marriage is still recorded as a wife and has not divorced or has a divorce certificate. Moreover, no one told him the losses he could experience due to the siri marriage.

If viewed from UUP and KHI, for whatever reason, siri marriage performed by a woman who has been accused of being outside court is very detrimental. The marriage, even though it has been legally valid cannot be ratified by the court through marriage certificate, and the status of the child he was born into is a child born outside the court.

Conclusion

Many problems arise due to divorce outside the court which are not recognized by the Marriage Act, whereas according to Islamic law the ulama and the community believe is legal. These problems include when the fall of divorce and the end of the period of iddah, concerning triple divorce, concerning the validity of the status of children born after the fall of divorce and the validity of the second marriage and the status of children born can damage the religion and descendants of the Islamic ummah in Indonesia. If marriage is legal if it is done according to the religion, divorce should also be valid if it is carried out according to the religious law.

Factor factors that cause divorce outside the court include economic factors (poverty), juridical factors (dualism of divorce law and still many unregistered marriages, sociological factors (community obedience to scholars) and customs factors.
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